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Abstract 

An algorithm for Unspecified Distribution of private Records among parties is developed. This technique is used 
iteratively to assign these nodes credentials numbers ranging from 1 to n This assignments Unspecified in that the 
Credentials entities received are unknown to the other members of the group. Resistance to collusion among other 
members is verified in an information theoretic sense when private communication channels are used. This assignment of 
serial numbers allows more complex Records to be shared and has applications to other problems in 
ConfCredentialsentiality preserving Records mining, collision Credentialsance in communications and distributed 
Records base access. The required computations are distributed without using a trusted central authority. Existing and 
new algorithms for assigning Unspecified credentials are examined with respect to trade-offs between communication 
and computational requirements. The new algorithms are built on top of a secure sum Records mining operation using 
Newton’s Credentialsentitiesand Sturm’s theorem. An algorithm for distributed solution of certain polynomials over finite 
fields enhances the scalability of the algorithms.Markov chain representations are used to find statistics on the number of 
iterations required, and computer algebra gives closed form results for the completion rates. 
 

KEYWORDS: Records Mining, Implicit Function Theorem, ConfCredentialsentiality   preserving, Vector Treasured 
Functions 
 

1. Introduction  
 

 
Records mining is consCredentialsered   as one of the most important  frontiers in Recordsbase  and information 
systems  and  promising  interdisciplinary   developments   in  Information   Technology   Records mining  has 
wCredentialse  application  domain  almost  in every industry[2  Records mining  has significant concern  in 
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finding  the  patterns,  discovery  of  knowledge    from  different  business  application domains by applying 
algorithms like classification, association, clustering  etc ,  to finding future trends in business to grow. The 
knowledge extraction services  from tremendous volumes of Records has increased  greater in vast areas of 
domains.  This type of knowledge  may also consisting of sophisticated  sensitive information  prevents disclose   
to access   the information by intruders. In this paper, our objective is to device a symmetric encryption scheme 
based on implicit function theorem that enables prescribed ConfCredentialsentiality guarantees to be proved. 

 
1.1. ConfCredentialsentiality Preserving Records Mining 
 
Now a day's information is becoming increasing important and  in fact  information is a key parting decision 
making in an organization. We are in the world of information era. Records is the major valuable resource of any 
enterprise. There is a incredible amount of sensitive   Records produced by day-to-day business operational 
applications.  In addition, a major utility of huge Records bases today   is available from  external  sources  such  as 
market  research  organizations,  independent surveys and quality testing labs, scientific or economic research .  
Studies states  that the quantity of  Records  in  a  certain  organization  twice  every  5  years.  Records  mining  and  
its  integrated  fields efficiently determine  valuable sensitive knowledge  patterns from large  Records bases, is 
vulnerable to exploitation[3],  [4]. ConfCredentialsentiality preserving Records mining is an insightful and 
consCredentialsered   as one of the most importance   basis in Records base and information systems. An attractive   
novel trend   for Records mining research is  the development of techniques that integrates ConfCredentialsentiality 
concerns[5],   [6], [7], [8]. The outsourcing of business intelligence Records and computing services in acquiring 
knowledge sensitive relevance analysis based on ConfCredentialsentiality preserving Records mining technologies are 
expected to amenable future trend. 

 
1.2. Vector Treasured Utility’s 
 

Vector Treasured function  is a mathematical function of one or more variables whose range is a set of 
multCredentialsimensional vectors or infinite dimensional vectors. 

 
 

 
Suppose                        is a   function  from EuclCredentialsean  n-space  to EuclCredentialsean  m-space.   In 
vector calculus, the Jacobian matrix  is the matrix of all partial derivatives of all these functions (if they exist) 
can be structured in an m-by-n matrix, then the  Jacobian matrix J of F can be represented as 
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The   significance   of   the   Jacobian   matrix   represents   the   best   linear   approximation   to   a differentiable  
function near a given point (the point will be consCredentialser as given input of sensitive Records). In the sense, 
the Jacobian is the derivatives of a multivariate function [11]. 

 

2. Associated Effort 
 

The problem of ConfCredentialsentiality-preserving Records mining has raise to be more significant in recent years 
for the  reason  that  of  the  increasing  ability  to  store  personal  private  Records  about  users  and  the increasing  
sophistication  of Records  mining  algorithms  to leverage  sensitive  information  of Records. 
Credentialsentification  of  problems  associated  to  all  aspects  of  ConfCredentialsentiality  and  security  concerns  
in  Records mining are extensively growing in real time environment applications[7],[12].Two  current central 
categories to perform Records mining tasks without compromising  ConfCredentialsentiality are Perturbation 
method and  the secure  computation  method.    However,  both  have  a few  difficulties,  in the first  one reduced 
accuracy and increased overhead for the second. By including   any ConfCredentialsentiality   preserving 
technique  to Records mining, the communication and computation cost will not be  increased. 

 

2.1 Complicate 
ProvCredentialse confusion and randomness to sensitive values of Records  
 
2.2 Cryptographic Credentialsing 

 
Proliferation of sensitive Records by encryption decryption methods and secure computation 
methodsThe extracted  knowledge  obtained from Records mining system should not be disclose to  
everyone. such  analysis  of  sensitive  information  has  to  provCredentialse  ConfCredentialsentiality  
and  protect    the    ConfCredentialsentiality  of indivCredentialsual  sensitive  information.  
ConfCredentialsentiality  preserving  damining  framework  rationally  combines both features  of 
ambiguity  and certainty  of original  Records base and covers diversity  of security parameters need 
to be consCredentialser when outsourcing the sensitive Records. In this paper we proposed a new 
approach of ConfCredentialsentiality   preserving Records mining by using Implicit Function Theorem 
to share sensitive information of knowledge in secure manner. 

 
3. Projected Effort  
 
ConfCredentialsentiality preserving  Records mining research having   two kinds of approaches . The 
first   one is to changing original  Records prior to passing through to the Records mining system. so 
that real values of Records  are ambiguous(perturbation). The second approach  is 
ConfCredentialsentiality  preserving  distributed  Records mining(secure   computation).   our   new   
ConfCredentialsentiality   preserving   technique   integrates   these   two approaches and  
provCredentialses two way  enhanced security approach. In this scenario, no party knows anything  
excluding  its own input and the results.  we need some communication  between  the parties is 
required for any interesting computation. but what if the result itself violates ConfCredentialsentiality?. 
We need   a techniques to define and quantify  ConfCredentialsentiality  to ensure  that 
ConfCredentialsentiality  preserving  Records mining results will meet required indented purpose 
without disclosing sensitive information. Not revealing of sensitive   information  , we can ensure the   
secure communication  by applying our new technique of "ConfCredentialsentiality   preserving 
Records mining by using Implicit Function Theorem".   The key Credentialsea is to provCredentialse 
secure communication   between the parties who wish to share sensitive extraction of knowledge 
obtained from Records mining system by a symmetric key value of jacobian matrix.By employ  our 
new  ConfCredentialsentiality preserving  Records mining  technique using implicit function theorem, 
the communication cost to share the sensitive information  between parties and  computation time will 
reduced.   By including ConfCredentialsentiality preserving technique in Records mining using implicit 
function theorem, the concept of “sensitive information ”  cannot be known in advance to intruder 
because of dynamically generated secret key value of input Records. 

 
 

A key distinction of ConfCredentialsentiality preserving Records mining by implicit function theorem 
is to setting not only the underlying  Records but also the mined results should be shared for 
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intended persons and must remain private. This  type of proposed approach  will solves real-world 
problems. 

 
ConfCredentialsentiality    preserving  Records  mining  by  using  Implicit  Function  Theorem  is  two  
way  method enhanced security approach includes: 

1)   Perturbation of sensitive knowledge of Records  by partial derivatives of functional values . 
       2)   Secure computation  of key by the eigen value of Jacobian matrix which satisfies the      

implicit function theoremThe generated secret key value obtained from implicit function 
theorem takes the input values  as from sensitive kind of Records. So the key value is 
dynamically generated from the type of input of sensitive selected values of Records. The 
pseudo code of proposed algorithm is 

 
 
Algorithm  1.  Algorithm  For  ConfCredentialsentiality  Preserving  Records  Mining  By  Using  
Implicit  Function 
 

Theorem 
Input: Extracted Records mining result or input Records base to 
be shared 
Output : Generate dynamic secret key to encrypt and decrypt the 
Records. 

 
Step 1: Credentialsentify the sensitive values from the input Records 

          Step 2: Form the sensitive Records values into vector Treasured functions 
          Step 3: Achieve perturbation by transforming the sensitive values of Records into   differentiable 

functional values by Implicit function theorem. 
          Step 4: Pass these values to jacobian matrix and generate eigen values 
          Step 5: Select random eigen secret key value to encrypt and decrypt the sensitive Records. 
 

The architecture of the proposed system by ConfCredentialsentiality preserving Records mining by 
implicit function is represented as follows 

 
 

Sensitive 
extraction of 

knowledge from 
Records mining 

Forming the 
functions using 
vector Treasured 
functions 

Transform the original 
values of Records into 
differentiable functional 
values  by  implicit function 
theorem 

 
 
 
 

Use the Eigen  secret 
value  to encrypt  and 
decrypt the sensitive 
Records 

Pass these values to 
jacobian matrix and 
generate Eigen values 
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                            Figure 1.  proposed architecture for ConfCredentialsentiality preserving Records mining 
 
let us consCredentialser an example of sensitive  information of academic details of number of 
students in an university  according  to year wise [22].   our assumed   vector Treasured Records set 
consists   of 5 variables and 3 functions. the five variables are  Girls(x1), Boys(x2), Total(x3), 
Placements(x4), pass percentage(x5) and three functions are Graduation(f1), Post graduation(f2), 
Total(f3). Perturbation  can be attain by transforming  the original   values   of sensitive   Records into 
partial derivatives  of the random   functional   values.  In the example  of academic  sensitive  
Records, we applied the following random functions for the year of 2011 and corresponding first order 
partial derivative   values  of  sensitive  Records  and  sensitive     information   of  university   
Recordsbase   are represented in the following way. 

 
Table 1: Sensitive information of university Records base 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

Perturbation is achieved by transforming the original values into functional values of the partial derivatives.  
Pass these first order partial derivatives  as the   values in   matrix. Then by implicit function theorem, the 
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derivative of the function F (The Jacobian matrix) represents the best linear approximation  to a differentiable  
function  near  a given  input  points  of sensitive  information. Compute    the Eigen values  of this 3×3 
Jacobin  matrix are  10610, -810, 7600.  Choose one of the Eigen value as a secrete  key to encrypt and 
decrypt the sensitive original information of Records. In this way, we provCredentialsed  two way 
enhanced  security approach  consisting  of perturbation   and secure computation for  Distribution of sensitive 
information  of Records among parties. 

 
4. Outcome  

  

In this section, we assess  the performance  of the proposed  approach  ConfCredentialsentiality  preserving  
Records mining by implicit function theorem.  We exploit  web server XAMPP 1.8.0  in order  to develop 
the project of proposed method. XAMPP server contains features   like PHP,  MYSQL, Tomcat, Apache, 
PhPMyAdmin.   We experimented with the  sensitive  information of academic details of university    

Records  according  to  year  of  2011.  The  meaning   is   the  sensitive information  of  
number  of girls, boys total, placement  details and pass percentage  of graduate students in university. 
First we transform the original  sensitive  Records into the  partial derivatives of the random  functional  
values by PHP code and store the corresponding   perturbation   values in excel format. Then export MS 
excel Records to MySQL using the XAMPP phpmyadmin  control panel .MySQL  is the   trendy  open  
source  Recordsbase  and  usually  used  in combination  with  the  PHP scripting  language  to  instruct  
website  operations.  Then  retrieve  the  perturbation  values  from MYSQL Records and compute eigen 
values by pass perturbation values to jacobian matrix with PHP code.  Employ  one of the eigen  value of 
jacobian  matrix   as a symmetric  key to encrypt  and decrypt the sensitive information between parties. 
ConfCredentialsentiality preserving Records mining by implicit function theorem is a proliferation, who 

wish share the sensitive information among parties by  incorporating   three components.  First, dynamically 
generated   secret key based on the type of input of   sensitive  selected  values of Records. Second, 
provCredentialsing more uncertainty to attacker by transforming the original values of  sensitive Records into 
perturbation values. Third, secure computation of sensitive information with the generated secret key. The 
results shows the trade of between   the ConfCredentialsentiality Records quality and utility of Records. In 
our experiment, the instant of time taken for perturbation and secure computation of sensitive values of 
Records provCredentialses a linear approximation time, which represents best fit for the model. 
If the intruder tries to find out the communication  path or want to modify the message contents, he cannot  
achieve,  its hardening  that because  of two way enhanced  security  of approach  and dynamically generated 
secret key value based on sensitive input Records. The computational  cost of encryption and decryption is 
linear and reasonable as it is varies along with the amount of Records to be  send.  The  following  graph  
shows  time  complexity  based  analysis  to  encrypt  and  decrypt sensitive information of Records in seconds 
for various kinds of Records sizes in KB's. 

 
Figure 2.  Time execution analysis for various Records sizes 
 

Table 2 : A comparison of  proposed algorithm. 
 

 

S. 
No 

 
Characteristics 

ConfCredentialsenti
ality preserving by 
implicit function 

theorem 

 

Differentia l 
ConfCred
entialsent

 
Cryptography  

 

K- 
anonymization 

 

 
1 

 

 
Security key 

 
Dynamicall y 

generated based on 
type of input 

sensitive Records 

 

 
Fixed 

 
 

Fixed/ 
Dynamic 

 

 
Fixed 
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2 
 

Interface of third 
parties 

 
 

No 

 
 

Yes 

 
 

Yes 

 
 

Yes 

 
 

3 

 
 

Accuracy 

 
High 

(Two Way Enhanced 
approach) 

 
 

High 

 
 

High 

 
 

Low 

 

 
4 

 
Computational 

Complexity 

 

 
Low 

 

 
High 

 

 
High 

 

 
Low 

 
 

The above  table provCredentialses  technical  features  of various  ConfCredentialsentiality  preserving   
techniques  in Records mining. A common characteristic  of most of the previously studied frameworks  is 
that patterns mined from huge volumes of Records   may be anonymized, otherwise transformed, altered to 
perturbation, encryption/decryption  of sensitive Records and secure multi party encryption schemas. In our 
proposed  approach  of ConfCredentialsentiality preserving  Records mining by implicit  function  theorem,  
we proposed two way enhanced approach includes both perturbation and encryption in a linear approximation 
time.ConfCredentialsentiality  preserving  Records  mining  describes  to  avoCredentials  information  
disclosure  due  to  legitimate admission to the Records. Sensitive knowledge which can be extract from 
Recordsbases by by means of Records mining  algorithms    to   be excluded,  since such knowledge  can 
evenly  well compromise information ConfCredentialsentiality. 
The proposed approach of ConfCredentialsentiality preserving Records mining by implicit function 
theorem protects the sensitive information of a Records with enhanced accuracy and without loss of 
information which creates a model for usability of Records. The sensitive information of Records can also be 
reconstructed. With a amount of well exposed and expensive thefts creating both remarkable legal liability 
and bad publicity for the effected   industries , business has rapCredentialsly developed more sophisticated  
in defending against such attacks, but so have the hackers. 
There is a emergent requirement   to protect sensitive information of  industry Records, members of staff 
information, client information  across the enterprise wherever such Records may resCredentialse. Until in 
recent  times,  mainly  Records theft take place from malicious  indivCredentialsuals  hacking  into 
production Recordsbases.ConfCredentialsentiality  preserving  Records  mining  by implicit  function  theorem  
provCredentialses   the tradeoff   between ConfCredentialsentiality and utility problem by 
consCredentialsering the ConfCredentialsentiality and algorithmic requirements at the same time. 

 

5. Conclusion  
 
 

ConfCredentialsentiality preserving  of information  is the stage   key role, because of outstanding  
to progress in technology,   contribution   of  organizational   precise  Records  and  usefulness   of  
information   has enlarged immensely. National and iternational business corporations spends 
billions of dollars for protecting the senstive information. Generally, many of vulnerabilities come 
up with the financial servicies  
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